LOT 199

HAFTAROT WITH TARGUM, MANUSCRIPT ON PARCHMENT [YEMEN: 14TH CENTURY], ANOTHER COPY.

10,000—15,000 USD

DESCRIPTION
111 leaves (11 1/2 x 9 1/4 in.; 290 x 235 mm). Disbound; previously bound in quires of 10; lacking three first leaves and four at end (text commences in midst of haftara for Hayyei Sara and concludes in haftara for first day of Shemini Azeret); double column, 21 lines, ruled in blind, written in brown ink in a square Yemenite script, biblical text with sublinear nikkud, Targum Onkelos with supralinear, modern foliation in pencil; signs of much use, edges frayed and browned.

CATALOGUE NOTE
In addition to the verse by verse translation, some sections include an Aramaic commentary, parts of which may be found in the commentaries of Rashi or Kimhi and are likely based on earlier midrashic and geonic material (see for example the haftarah for the first day of Rosh ha-Shanah, found in this copy on ff.96v-99v).